Start!! You have been given your $10 allowance. But, now you have to get it to the bank without spending it all!

You owe your sibling $1 and they demand it back

Moore Home
Get yelled at by neighbor to get off their lawn, lose $1 while running

Dyer Home
Shortcut! Go watch the trains go by!

You are $2 overdue on your piano lessons, pay it up now

Ivy Morrison's House

Directions:
1. Every player gets 2 $5 bills (to be changed into $1s as needed)
2. All players start on the Start! Square (and the oldest player goes first)
3. Roll the dice, move that many squares and follow the direction on the square
   a. If you land on a "Shortcut!" square, slide down the tracks/road to the next row down
4. At the end of the game, the player who deposits the most cash wins!

McFarlane House
You need a new lamp for your room. It cost $2

Shortcut! You got to watch the fire trucks speed away

Jane Long's Boarding House
You think you see a ghost in an old building, while running you lose $1

Richmond Train Depot
You find $1 on the ground

Kochan House

The church needs a new roof, so you donate $2

St. John's UMC
You are chased by a dog and lose $1

Richmond City Hall
You pay the $1 to pay off your new shoes

Morton St. Merchant
You find $1 on the ground

Davis Bank
You made it to the bank! Deposit all the money you have!

City Hall used to be the Richmond Fire Station as well!

Materials:
- Game Tokens
- A dice
- Fake Money
- You are offered a new ice cream flavor, pay $1